The Nimrod Literary Awards

First Prize: $2,000
Second Prize: $1,000

Poetry: One long poem or several short poems (3-10 pages)
Fiction: 7,500 words maximum

No previously published works or works accepted elsewhere. Include a cover sheet with the titles, author’s name, address, phone, and email. Omit author’s name on manuscript. Submissions accepted by mail and online at nimrodjournal.submittable.com. Mailed submissions: staple manuscript if possible; if not, bind with a heavy clip. Clearly mark “Contest Entry” on envelope. Include SASE for results. Winners and selected finalists will be published. Entrants must be living in the U.S. by Oct. 2016. Complete rules on website.

Entry Fee: $20, includes one-year subscription (2 issues)

Deadline: April 30th, 2016

Nimrod International Journal
University of Tulsa
800 S. Tucker Dr.
Tulsa, OK 74104
nimrod@utulsa.edu
www.utulsa.edu/nimrod
nimrodjournal.submittable.com

Subscribe to Nimrod for just $18.50 (1 year) or $32.00 (2 years)